
The Problem 
& Varieties of  
Renaissance

Was there a 
Renaissance or only a 
need for there to have 

been one?Detail from Raphael’s “Sistine Madonna,” 1512.



The 
Renaissance

As told in popular 
history ...

Michelangelo, “Delphic Sibyl,” Sistine Chapel, 1508-1512



Greece
Philosophy!

Science!

Art!

Democracy!

Raphael, “The School of Athens,” 1509-1511.



Republican Rome
Engineering!

Architecture!

Transportation!

Letters!

Paris Bordone, “Apparition of the Sybil to Augustus,” 1535.



Imperial Rome

Autocracy!

Decadence!

Decline!

Thomas Couture, “Romans of the Decadence,” 1847



The Dark Ages

Enemies without!

Social chaos within!

Loss of  learning!

Superstition!

Ebbo Gospels, “Saint Matthew,” 816-835



The Middle Ages

Feudalism!

Papal domination!

Black Death!

Improvements?

Peasant form the Fecamp Psalter, circa 1180



The Renaissance
Rebirth of  learning!

Rebirth of  art!

Rise of  urban life!

Commerce!

Nation states!

Reformation!
Hans Holbein, “The Merchant Georg Gisze,” 1532



Florence! Florence! Florence!

     Cathedral dome, 1416-1462.       Michelangelo, David, 1501-1514.       Cosimo de’ Medici, 1389-1464     



Summary:

Modernity has 
arrived!
We have 
reached now!

Da Vinci, “Vitruvian Man,” 1490.



Why was there a need to tell the 
Renaissance story in the 19th 

Century?



What are the characteristics of  the 
Renaissance story?



Rupture or Continuity?



What do we mean by “modernity”?



Modernity per Michel Foucault
1. Questioning of  tradition and expanding 

secularization
2. Individualism, freedom, and the nation 

state
3. Faith in PROGRESS
4. Capitalism and market economies
5. Industrialism and Urbanism

-see Discipline and Punish, etc.

Hans Holbein, “The Ambassadors,” 1533.



Periodization
The Creation of  History



The Birth of  Modern History
Leonardo Bruni (1377-1444)

History of  the Florentine People: 3 ages:

● Antiquity

● Middle Ages

● Modern

Leonardo Bruni, 1370-1444



The Birth of  Renaissance
Giorgio Vasari (1550): rinascita signifying 
break with Gothic art.

Jules Michelet: Histoire de France (1855)

● Renaissance: rupture from Middle Ages.

● Based in France (but of  course …)

● Michelet is ardently republican, 
anti-clerical.

Jules Michelet by Thomas Couture



Trends Were in the Air

Thomas Couture, “Jules Michelet.” Thomas Couture, “Romans of the Decadence,” 1847.



Material Culture
A Revolution of  Stuff



Renaissance in the Details

Hans Holbein, “The Ambassadors,” 1533.





Francis I, 1494-1547 (Reigned 1515-1547)
● Credited with bringing Renaissance to 

France.  Did bring Da Vinci & Mona 
Lisa.

● Loves jousting and hunting, but also 
books and art.

● Helps create the French state and 
identity.

● In The Courtier, he is called the hope of  
the warlike French.

Francis I by Jean Clouet, c. 1530.



France: Territorial Map (1467) & Linguistic (1550)



Evolution of  the Chateau: Vincennes, 14th Cent.



Plan of  Chateau of  Vincennes



Donjon of  Vincennes

● Defensive:  few windows.

● Limited private space.

● Utilitarian stair tower, 
battlements, etc.



Chambord, 1519-1547 



Chambord Stair



Chambord, Stair



Chambord, Bedchamber of  Francis I



Catherine de Medici, 1519-1589

● Daughter of  Lorenzo II

● Queen of  France and Regent 

● Mastered use of  spectacle & art to 

support a weak monarchy.

● Typifies the in-betweenness of  the times.

Catherine by Francois Clouet, c. 1560.



Chenonceau, River Gallery, 1570-1576



Chenonceau, River Gallery Interior



Chenonceau, Bedchamber of  Catherine de Medici



Italian Cupboard

Wedding gift from Catherine to 
her son Francis II and his wife, 
Mary Queen of  Scots.



Valois Tapestries, c. 1580, Catherine in Black

Based on drawings of  French painter Antoine Caron, executed in Spanish Netherlands.



What Drives the Revolution in Material Culture?

Increase in trade

New products and materials

New technologies

Mercantile empires



Humanism
The Key Renaissance Term



Origins Thomas Aquinas & Scholasticism: 
Aristotelian logic goes to church.

Attempts at healing Great Schism and Fall 
of  Constantinople reawaken interest in 
classical learning.

Plato & rhetoric challenge Aristotle & 
logic.

Characterized as turning away from the 
supernatural and afterlife, to look at 
human capacity in the here and now.



Italian Influence
Petrarch and Manuel Chrysoloras.

Recovery of  Latin rhetorical texts: 
counterpoint to Aristotle.

Civic Humanism: 

● City states and conflict with princely 
states creates need for new thinking.

● Hans Barron: Medieval Commune 
meets classical learning.

Ambrogio Lorenzetti, The Allegory of Good 
and Bad Government, 1338-1339.



Baldassare Castiglione, 1478-1529

Humanist, bishop, diplomat.

The Courtier marks the knight giving 
way to the educated, well-spoken man.

Plato and Cicero’s rhetoric.

Raphael, “Baldassare Castiglone,” 1514-1515.



The Book of  the Courtier, 1528

● A dialogue in the court of  Urbino.

● Discussion v. argumentation.

● Sprezzatura & the ideal 
courtier/gentleman.

● More than 100 editions in 100 years.



Sprezzatura
I find one universal rule concerning it, which seems to me worth more in this matter 
than any other in all things human that are done or said: and that is to avoid 
affectation to the uttermost and as it were a very sharp and dangerous rock; and, to 
use possibly a new word, to practise in everything a certain nonchalance that shall 
conceal design and show that what is done and said is done without effort and 
almost without thought. ...

Accordingly we may affirm that to be true art which does not appear to be art; nor 
to anything must we give greater care than to conceal art, for if  it is discovered, it 
quite destroys our credit and brings us into small esteem. (BC, BI, S26)



The Secret Power of  Sprezzatura
Thus this excellence, which is the opposite of  affectation and which for 
the present we call nonchalance, besides being the true fountain from 
which grace springs, carries with it another ornament, which, in 
accompanying any human action whatever and however trifling it be, not 
only at once reveals the knowledge of  him who performs it, but often 
leads us to rate his knowledge as much greater than in fact it is; because it 
impresses upon the minds of  the bystanders the idea that he who does 
well so easily, knows much more than he does, and that if  he were to use 
care and effort in what he did, he could do it far better. (BC, B1, S28)



Alberto III Pio, 1475-1531

● Prince of  Capri, Gonzaga diplomat.
● Nephew of  Giovanni Pico della 

Mirandola.
● Arranged Catherine de Medici’s 

marriage.
● “...he knows everything and is 

mixed up in everything.”

Bernardino Loschi , “Alberto III Pio,” 1512.



Northern Europe
Books & Music Are Cheaper than Art and 

Architecture



Erasmus, 1466-1523
Son of  a Dutch priest.

A cleric in name, but really a scholar.

His Greek New Testament is basis of  
Luther and Tyndale’s influential vernacular 
translations.

Critiques church corruption & formalism,

But Erasmus keeps writing in Greek and 
Latin and keeps within Catholicism.

Hans Holbein, “Erasmus,” 1523.



England

● Like France, feeling its 
way to nation-statehood.

● Tudor consolidation of  
power.

● Henry VIII: Renaissance 
prince?

● Religious tension.

Henry VII Lady Chapel, Westminster Abbey.



Thomas More
“A man for all seasons” or curdled Sprezzatura?

Classical Education thanks to Cardinal Morton

Lawyer & parliamentarian who rises on talent 
and ambition.

But wears a hairshirt and practices flagellation.

Vigorously persecuted Protestants in England.

Executed when he will not take the Oath of  
Supremacy.

Hans Holbein the Younger, Thomas More.



Utopia
● Published in Latin by Erasmus in 1516.

● English edition 1551.

● “No place” -- one of  many plays on 
words.

● Why is there a need for this story at this 
time?

● Where do we see concerns from More’s 
life?



END


